Campgrounds

IMAGINE MORE AND WORRY LESS!

?

HOW OFTEN DO YOU WONDER
“HOW CAN MY CAMPGROUND
MAKE MORE MONEY?”
To get to that answer successfully, here are some
of the questions that we can help answer:

1. How can I create a great experience so my customers
come back year after year?
2. How do I cost-effectively upgrade my campground to
keep up with the trends and camper expectations?
3. How do I plan for today while I’m also laying the
groundwork for the future?

Whether you have a new or an existing campground,
Environmental Design Group provides the services
to get you there!
CAMPGROUND PLANNING

From determining the number of campsites that will fit on your property; to fixing an
ongoing, persistent, or chronic problem area; to reimagining a destination that will
attract generations of new campers to your site, our team will walk you through the
steps to achieve cost-effective solutions that strive to not only provide safe places to
play and exciting destinations, but also encourage campers to stay and play longer.

CAMPGROUND UTILITIES

Out of site, but not out of mind! Well planned and designed utilities can minimize
risk, reduce operational costs thus increasing profits, and free up land for additional
campsites, cabins, or amenities. From engineering solutions that support campground
expansion, to addressing current problems, connecting to municipal services, or
designing complete on-site systems, we will work with you to find the best solution
for your site.

CAMPGROUND REGULATIONS

Regulations are constantly changing. We offer a wide range of resources to help
you navigate federal, state, and local requirements for campground planning, flood
control, dam analysis, treatment and conveyance of drinking water and black water,
and more. Turn mandates into assets!
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REIMAGINE YOUR
CAMPGROUND AND BUILD
A SOLID FOUNDATION FOR
THE FUTURE!
Learn more at envdesigngroup.com/
service/parks-campgrounds-trails/
or call 330-375-1390.

